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1 Pennsylvania Railroad 

1.1 "Standard Railroad of the World" 

The PRR was the largest railroad by traffic and revenue in the U.S. for the first half of the 
twentieth century and was at one time the largest publicly traded corporation in the 
world. At its peak it controlled about 10,000 miles (16,000 km) of rail line; in the 1920s it 
carried about three times the traffic (measured by ton-miles of freight) as other railroads 
of comparable length, such as Union Pacific or Santa Fe. The only rival was New York 
Central, which carried around three-quarters of PRR's ton-miles. 
 
During its history the PRR merged with or had an interest in at least 800 other rail lines 
and companies. The corporation still holds the record for the longest continuous dividend 
history: it paid out annual dividends to shareholders for more than 100 years in a row. At 
one point the budget for the PRR was larger than that of the U.S. government; at its peak 
it employed about 250,000 workers. 
 
In 1968 the Pennsylvania Railroad merged with its rival, the New York Central Railroad, to 
form the Penn Central Transportation Company. The Interstate Commerce Commission 
required that the ailing New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad be added in 1969. A 
series of events including inflation, poor management, abnormally harsh weather and the 
withdrawal of a government-guaranteed $200-million operating loan forced the Penn 
Central to file for bankruptcy protection on June 21, 1970. The viable parts of the Penn 
Central system were transferred in 1976 to Conrail, which began earning a profit in 1981. 
The Norfolk Southern Railway and CSX Transportation acquired Conrail in approximately 
equal portions in 1999, with Norfolk Southern now owning most of the former Pennsylvania 
Railroad, including the old Pennsy Main Line across Pennsylvania. 

1.2 Trains 

As early as 1907, the PRR recognized the need to further develop power output of 
it’s existing passenger locomotive fleet in preparation for heavier, all-steel 
consists.  Under the supervision of the PRR’s Chief of Motive Power J. T. Wallis, 
Chief Mechanical Engineer Alfred W. Gibbs and Mechanical Engineer Axel Vogt, new 
designs for the L1s 2-8-2 Mikado and the K4s 4-6-2 Pacific were formulated – the ‘s’ 
denoting superheating.  Inspiration for the K4s was drawn from the American 
Locomotive Company’s experimental K29 Pacific, with further influences coming 
from Gibbs’ slower E6 4-4-2 Atlantic passenger design.  The K4 inherited the heat-
treated, lightweight machinery, cast-steel KW trailing truck and general 
appearance from the E6. 
 
The design of the grate area on the K4s was increased from 55ft.2 to 70ft.2 (5.1m2 
to 6.5m2).  With a much fatter boiler than previous classes, the increase in heating 
surface and boiler area gave the class exceptional steam generation capabilities. 
 
The first prototype, K4s number 1737, was built in 1914 and was fitted with a 
manual screw reverser, small 7,000 US gallon tender and 12.5 tons of coal set up 
for hand firing, a wooden cowcatcher pilot, square cased old-fashioned headlight 
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and piston tailrods.  The screw reverser was soon changed to a steam assisted 
power reverser and the piston tailrods dropped. 

1.3 Production 

Production of the class did not begin until three years later in 1917 following 
extensive and exhaustive testing.  Much of the delay however was due to the 
priority construction of the L1s Mikado freight locomotives as part of the wartime 
effort. 
 
The PRR Juniata Shops at Altoona started producing the K4s in number, with a total 
of 425 rolling out of the shop between 1917 and 1928.  Numbers 5400 through 5474 
however were built by the Baldwin Locomotive Company at their facility in 
Eddystone, PA in 1927. 

1.4 Modifications 

The PRR experimented with it’s K4s fleet with streamlining, poppet valves, smoke 
deflectors and driving wheel types among the many trials undertaken. 
 
As time went on it became apparent that the streamlined shrouding impeded 
maintenance, facilitating the permanent removal of the wheel covers. 
Locomotives 1120, 2665, 3678 and 5338 were later streamlined in 1940 and 1941 
with simpler, closer fitting casing which hid less of the locomotive’s workings. 
K4s 1188, nicknamed ‘The Skyline’, was notable for having only boiler-top 
streamlining. In time all of the locomotives had their streamlining removed 
completely. 
 
In 1941, the trailing trucks of K4s 3676, 5399 and 5436 were fitted with booster 
engines.  These small steam driven engines allowed extra power to be put to the 
rails to assist with starting a heavy train or to maintain a low speed under 
demanding conditions. 
 
Between 1939 and 1945, a select few locomotives were engineered to trial poppet 
valves for control of steam flow into the cylinders.  These performed well but were 
difficult to maintain. K4s 5399 was rebuilt in 1939 by Lima to run using Franklin 
oscillating cam actuated poppet valves. 5436 was fitted in 1945 with stem actuated 
valves.  These were designed by Lloyd Jones, the Engineer of tests at Altoona 
Works. 
 
K4s locomotives 20 and 5371 were fitted with roller bearings. Number 5038 was 
fitted with ‘elephant ear’ smoke deflectors and a shroud for the smokestack. 

1.5 Out of steam 

Pennsylvania Railroad ran the K4s on many services right through to the last days of 
steam in 1957 when all steam operations were finally converted over to the more 
economic, faster and modern diesel and electric traction. They performed strongly 
throughout their tenure pulling some of the fastest and most prestigious passenger 
services on the PRR for many decades right up to their replacement.  Although not 
powerful enough for the weight of freight trains they were often called to haul, 
from the mid 1930s onwards they were often double or even triple headed. 
 
Given the number of operational K4s through out their time, only 2 examples 
remained into preservation.  Number 3750 is on display in the Railroad Museum of 
Pennsylvania in Strasburg.  The locomotive was spared from being scrapped 

because, when the PRR was considering steam engines for preservation, the first K4, 
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#1737, was in very bad condition and only a complete rebuild would save her. The 
PRR decided to scrap the 1737 and repaint #3750 as #1737. 
 

Number 1361 was on static display at Horseshoe Curve near Altoona between her 
withdrawal in 1957 through to 1986 when plans were made to rebuild the locomotive 
to haul excursion trains.  However in 2010 this restoration was cancelled and the 
engine is now at the Steamtown National Historic Site in Scranton where she is being 
reassembled, receiving only a cosmetic restoration. 
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2 Rolling Stock 

2.1 K4s Steam Locomotive 

 

2.1.1 Technical Data 

Power type Steam 
Builder PRR Juniata Shops (350), Baldwin Locomotive Works (75) 
Total produced 425 
Configuration 4-6-2 
Gauge 4 ft 8 1/2 in (1,435 mm) 
Driver diameter 80 in (2,000 mm) 
Length 83 ft 6 in (25.45 m) 
Weight on drivers 201,830 lb (91.5 t) 
Locomotive weight 308,890 lb (140.1 t) 
Locomotive & tender  
combined weight 468,000 lb (212.3 t) 
Fuel type Coal 
Fuel capacity 32,000 lb (14.5 t) 
Water capacity 7,000 US gal (26,000 l; 5,800 imp gal) 
Boiler pressure 205 psi (1.41 MPa) 
Firegrate area 69.89 sq ft (6.493 m2) 
Cylinders Two 
Cylinder size 27 × 28 in (690 × 710 mm) 
Tractive effort 44,460 lbf (197.8 kN) 
Preserved 1361 and 3750 
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3 Scenarios 

3.1 WW2 (Pt 1) – Boxed In 

• Date   February 1944 
• Rating   Easy 
• Duration  25mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location South Fork 
 
The war is on and supplies are being ferried around the USA to be sent to the 
troops, keeping the Horseshoe Curve busy with traffic 24 hours a day. An urgent 
shipment of rations needs to be moved from South Fort to Johnstown to be 
included in a consist due to be moved to New York docks tomorrow morning. 
With the power of two strong K4 locomotives, lets get it sorted. 
 

3.2 WW2 (Pt2) – Rushing the Rations 

• Date   December 1954 
• Rating   Hard 
• Duration  70mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location Johnstown 
 
Collect your locos and pick up the heavy mixed freight from the yard and take it 
on it’s the next stage of its journey to New York via Altoona.  Uncle Sam’s 
troops are waiting on your hard work Engineer... 

3.3 All Puffed Out 

• Date   February 1944 
• Rating   Hard 
• Duration  50 mins 
• Season  Autumn 
• Start Location Cresson 
•  
Nov. 27, 1957 historically saw the last regular steam operation over Horseshoe 
Curve of a PRR steam locomotive, I1sa No. 4271, in revenue freight (coal drag) 
service from Cresson to Altoona.  In a twist of reality the I1sa has failed and 
been taken off the service and two K4s put in her place to take the service down 
to Altoona. 
 

3.4 Dedicated Virgil 

• Date   May 1957 
• Rating   Medium 
• Duration  20mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location Gallizin 
 

Take your train around the Muleshoe Curve and back down to drop your passengers 
off for the K4 Dedication Ceremony at the Horseshoe Curve. 
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3.5 Westward Wanderer 

• Date   August 1922 
• Rating   Easy 
• Duration  80 mins 
• Season  Summer 
• Start Location Altoona 
 
Pick up and drop passengers at all stops from Altoona to Johnstown 

3.6 WW2 (Pt 1) Boxed In - CS 

• Date   December 1944 
• Rating   Career 
• Duration  25mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location South Fork 
 
The war is on and supplies are being ferried around the USA to be sent to the 
troops, keeping the Horseshoe Curve busy with traffic 24 hours a day. An urgent 
shipment of rations needs to be moved from South Fort to Johnstown to be 
included in a consist due to be moved to New York docks tomorrow morning. 
With the power of two strong K4 locomotives, let’s get it sorted. 

 

3.7 WW 2 (Pt2) Rushing the Rations - CS 

• Date   February 1944 
• Rating   Career 
• Duration  70mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location Johnstown 
 
Collect your locos and pick up the heavy mixed freight from the yard and take it 
on it’s the next stage of its journey to New York via Altoona.  Uncle Sam’s 
troops are waiting on your hard work Engineer... 

3.8 All Puffed Out - CS 

• Date   November 1957 
• Rating   Career 
• Duration  50mins 
• Season  Autumn 
• Start Location Cresson 
•  
Nov. 27, 1957 historically saw the last regular steam operation over Horseshoe 
Curve of a PRR steam locomotive, I1sa No. 4271, in revenue freight (coal drag) 
service from Cresson to Altoona.  In a twist of reality the I1sa has failed and 
been taken off the service and two K4s put in her place to take the service down 
to Altoona. 
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3.9 Westward Wonderer - CS 

• Date   August 1922 
• Rating   Career 
• Duration  80 mins 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location Altoona 
 
Pick up and drop passengers at all stops from Altoona to Johnstown 

3.10 K4s @ Altoona 

• Date   December 1954 
• Duration  Free Play 
• Season  Winter 
• Start Location Altoona 
 
Drive a K4 from Altoona 
 

3.11 K4s @ Cresson 

• Date   February 1935 
• Duration  Free Play 
• Season  Spring 
• Start Location Cresson 
 
Drive a K4 from Cresson 
 

3.12 K4s @ Johnstown 

• Date   December 1954 
• Rating   Medium 
• Duration  90mins 
• Season  Winter 
• Start Location Johnstown 
 
Drive a K4 from Johnstown 
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4 Using the PRR K4s Locomotive in Custom Scenarios 
Scenario Editor (if creating new scenarios) 
 
To get the PRR K4s Locomotive provided in this add-on ready for selection in a custom 
scenario, you will need to enable it in the Object Set Filter list, which will add it to the 
rolling stock browser list. 
 
Follow these steps: 

1. Enter the Scenario Editor. (Note: If a route is locked it will need to be 
unlocked first before you can enter the Scenario Editor. Unlock by clicking 
the padlock icon in the bottom right of the screen). 

2. Click the Object Set Filter button (the small blue cube on the middle left 
panel). 

3. In the new window which opens on the right hand side, select the following: 
  RSC / K4Pack01 
4. The PRR GG1 Locomotive will now appear in the list of rolling stock. 
5. You may need to repeat this process on other routes or scenarios where you 

wish the PRR GG1 Locomotive to be available. 


